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PRODUCT: 
961-963 series frame security locks have a cylinder or double-bit. They are ideal for metal 
doors with intermediate frames since the triple lock improves security : side. top and bot-
tom.

OPERATION:
The key operates the deadbolt and retracts the latch.
The handle retracts the latch.

TECHNICAL  
FEATURES
Casings 90, 100 mm.
8 mm square handle spindle 
Centre-to-centre spacing 67 mm.
Bar travel 20 mm
Faceplate: 22 x 3 x 240 mm, in 
stainless steel.
Power: 12V AC/DC for electric locks.

HIGHLIGHTS
 Mechanical  and modular locks. The 
latchbolt can be replaced with a roller or 
cap for locking only the deadbolt for easi-
er stock management.
 Casing height 64 mm, for insertion in 
doors with frames having standard com-
mercial dimensions.
 Latchbolt for mechanical locks: adjusta-
ble 10-17 mm and reversible.
 Latchbolt for electrical locks: protruding 
by 11or 16 mm and reversible.
 Loading piston for electric locks: protrud-
ing by 12or 17 mm and reversible, sepa-
rate from latchbolt.
 Roller with adjustable protrusion;
 Same processing  on the door for dou-
ble-bit and cylinder locks. I.e.: it is possi-
ble to fit one or the other after adapting 
the key slot (hole for double-bit key or 
European profile cylinder hole) 
 Triple locki with screw-type bar hooking 
system that is easier to use than conven-
tionl types
 Deadbolt 37 mm, 4 turns per double-bit, 
3 turns for cylinder
 Double-bit locks  with 3 keys supplied as 
standard, 79 mm or 100 mm long (blank 
keys 990802, 990009)
 Cylinder locks  operates with all Iseo Eu-
ropean profile cylinders offering various 
security levels

RANGE:
 Double-bit lock, mechanical, lateral
 Double-bit lock, mechanical, triple
 Double-bit lock, electrical, lateral
 Double-bit lock, electrical, triple
 Cylinder lock, mechanical, lateral
 Cylinder lock, mechanical, triple
 Cylinder lock, electrical, lateral
 Cylinder lock, electrical, triple

MATCHING ACCESSORIES:
Modular roller code 040820 for mechanical locks
Modular cap for latchbolt hole code 040830 for mechanical locks
Pair of angled internal rods code 990850
Pair of straight internal rods code 990851
Pair of plates code 040990853 to connect lock with external bars
Pair of deviators code 780302252 for triple lock with connection for internal bars 
Pair of deviators code 780322252 for triple lock with connection for external bars 
Strike plates

TEXT FOR SPECIFICATIONS:
Iseo 961-963 series type lock with horizontal design and max casing height 64 mm, for in-
sertion in doors with frames having standard commercial dimensions. Pre-set for additional 
locking points top and bottom. Having the same processing as the door, it is also possible to 
fit a cylinder lock (cylinder supplied separately) or double-bit lock  (3 keys supplied as stand-
ard), depending on application requirements. For the same lock, it is possible to select the 
most appropriate application function thanks to the modular features of the latchbolt/roller/
cap for the deadbolt alone. 90 or 100 mm casings, key–handle centre 67 mm.

SECURITY LOCKS  
FOR FRAMES 
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